denoted by 1:. When N = co, this space is also denoted by 1,. If F is a linear or bilinear functional, and if X is a 1 x N matrix {X,,...,X,}, then F(X) will denote the 1 x N matrix whosejth entry is F(X,).
CLOSEDNESS FOR LINEAR OPERATORS
Throughout X, and X, are complex Banach spaces. THEOREM 1. Let T, be a closed linear operator such that graph T, c X, 0 X,. Let S be a continuous linear operator from the Banach space, Domain T,, equipped with the graph topology of T, into X,. Let q be a linear operator defined on Domain I"; = Domain T, by % Y = T, Y + SY, y E Domain g.
Then we have the following:
(I) If Range S is finite dimensional, then Y1 is closed, or equivalently Domain PT is w*-dense in e. (ii) Range S is isomorphic to I,.
(iii) ( ( y, T, y + Sz} 1 y, z E Domain T,} is closed in X, 0 X,.
Then P, is closed, or equivalently Domain 9':: is w*-dense in fl. ProojI First we will prove (II). Define an operator S on Graph T, by f%{,, T,YI)=SY, {Y, T,Y} E Graph T,.
Then Range S is isomorphic to l,, and
is closed. Let x be as in the theorem. Define where the algebraic sum is direct or' denotes the transpose of x). The idea is parallel to that used to prove a concrete case (Theorem 2.3 of [lo]). Now any x E Range S has a unique representation JJy aj(x) xj, converging in X, . Let B be as in the theorem. Then, since the map {a,, a*) tt S(a,) for (a,, a,} E Graph T, is continuous, and the map x t, {a,(x) ,..., aj(x) ,... ) defines an isomorphism from Range S onto l,, it follows that B defines a continuous linear operator from Graph T, onto I, whose kernel is Graph TO. By assumption, Graph T,, is complemented in Graph T, . Thus it follows that (Graph T,)* is w*-complimented in (Graph TO)*. Since (Graph T,,)*/ (Graph T,)* is isomorphic to 1,) there exists a w*-continuous operator Bt as in the theorem. Thus, by Theorem 1.6 of [9] , there exists a co X co nonsingular Hilbert matrix C as in the theorem (where in this case N = 00). We claim that and so using the definition of preadjoint, {u, , u, } belongs to
where the equality is true because Range S is closed, and the set in right is closed by assumption (iii) of (II). It then follows that . This shows that the left side of (*) is contained in the right side of (*). We can easily check that (0, ax'} E (Graph 9,)' for any a E A1 (by using again (**)').
We have shown that (*) is true. Let s = dim(Graph Pi)'(O). Then to show that Y1 is closed, it is sufficient in view of (*) to show that s = 0. It may be possible at this stage that s is infinite. The idea is to show that Graph 9, is the kernel of a bounded linear operator PU defined on (Graph P,)'. Suppose contrary that s > 1. Let {#j ] 1 <j < s} be a Besselian-Hilbertian basis for (Graph Pi)'(O). Then each x in this space has a unique representation Cs cj(x) #j, converging in X,. Here {ij 1 1 <j < s} is the associated linear coordinate functions for the space with respect to the basis {#j 1 1 <j < s}. Then the map a b (cj(a)), xs defines an isomorphism from (Graph it;)'(O) onto 1;. Combining the cases i and ii, we see that Graph 9, is the kernel of a continuous linear operator, and so is closed. This, together with (*), implies that s = 0, a contradiction. Thus, s = 0, and so again by (*), iyl is closed. This proves the first statement of (II). We now prove the last statement of (II). If -iy1 is closed, then by a general theorem on page 15 of [2] , Domain 9:: is w*-dense. Suppose now that Domain 9: is w*-dense. Then, by a general theorem on page 15 of [2] again, (Graph ik;)' is an operator. However, (*) still remains valid. Thus, (Graph-W(O) = ((0, d}la E I, 0 PI= IO}, as (Graph91)C is an operator. Therefore, going back to (*) again, Graph F, = (Graph Yip,)', and so i"; is closed. This proves (II). We now prove (I). Since dim Range S z N < co, (Graph r,) $ ({0} @ Range S) is closed. Thus, imitating the proof for (II) ( w h ere in this case the convergence problem will not occur, and Besselian-Hilbertian basis becomes just an ordinary basis) we can conclude the proof for (I) provided that
is complemented in Graph T,. However, since N < 03, Range S is closed, and so Range S* is w *-closed. But dimRangeS=dimRangeS*=N<co.
It follows that (Graph T,)* 4 ((0) @ Range S*) is w*-closed. Thus ((Graph T,) n (Null S @ (O}))* = (Graph T,)* 4 ((O} @ Range S*).
In particular, (Graph T,)* is w*-complemented in the above set, or equivalently (Graph T,) n (Null S @ {O}) is complemented in Graph T, .
This proves (I). Part (III) is already proved in the course of the proof for (I) and (II). This completes the proof.
Remark. In [ 1 ] of the above theorem, the closedness of g also follows from Theorem IV.I.11 of [5] as S there is finite dimensional.
The following is a dual version of the above theorem. We will omit its proof as it is similar to that used to prove the above theorem. Then we have the following:
(I) If Range St isJnite dimensional, then 9; is w*-closed, or equivalently the domain of *@ is dense in X, . (II) Assume that (i) Range St is isomorphic to I,, (ii) ({ y, T: y + Stz) 1 y, z E Domain T:} is w*-closed in e @ XT, (iii) ((y, Tly} 1 y E Domain Ti, Sty = 0} is w*-complemented in the graph of T:. Then 9: is w*-closed, or equivalently Domain *9: is dense in Xl .
Remark. We do not know whether or not the above theorems remain valid when Range S or Range St is not isomorphic to 1,.
DENSE LINEAR MANIFOLDS
In adjoint operator theory of perturbed differential operators, it is important to know whether or not the perturbations are densely defined. We will study this in an abstract setting when infinitely many conditions are involved. Throughout X, and X, will denote complex Banach spaces. Proof: We will prove (II) and (III) simultaneously. First we will show that 9: is the adjoint of the graph of a closed linear manifold. Notice that *Ti is an operator as Domain T,' is w*-dense. Define operators 9, and S by SY = -B({Y, *T,ty}> CY', Domain S = Domain( *Tl); P,y= *T,ty+Sy, Domain 9, = Domain( * T,'). Returning to the above equation with {b,, b, } E T: and using the Green's formula, we obtain that
for all a E *Ti. Since B is onto I$', and C is nonsingular, this implies that B+(b) = ib,(!Y). Therefore, 9:: = iki:. S' mce 9, is closed, this implies that q = *L&l;. In particular, *PI is a closed operator, and so by page 15 of [2] , Domain 91 is w*-dense. This proves (II) and (III). Part (I) is clear in the course of the proof for (II). This completes the proof.
The following is a dual of the above theorem. We will omit its proof as it is similar to that used to prove Theorem 3. [7] , and Lemma IV.2.8 of [3] ), and this does not hold for an infinite dimensional case. Also, part (I) of Theorems 3 and 4 is related to Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7 in [l] (see also p. 37 of [6] ) w h ere a necessary and sufficient condition for a linear manifold subject tofiniteZy many conditions to be dense is given. We may consider part (II) of Theorems 3 and 4 as an infinite dimensional generalization of Lemma 2.2 of [7] and Lemmas 2. 
